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Abstract
Model-based image interpretation has proven to robustly extract high-level scene descriptors from raw
image data. Furthermore, geometric texture models
represent a fundamental component for visualizing
real-world scenarios. However, the motion of the
model and the real-world object must be similar in
order to portray natural activity. Again, this information can be determined by inspecting images via
model-based image interpretation.
This paper sketches the challenge of fitting models to images, describes the shortcomings of current
approaches and proposes a technique based on machine learning techniques. We identify the objective
function as a crucial component for fitting models to
images. Furthermore, we state preferable properties
of these functions and we propose to learn such a
function from manually annotated example images.

1

Introduction

Model-based image interpretation is appropriate to
extract high-level information from single images
and from image sequences. Models induce a priori knowledge about the object of interest and reduce the large amount of image data to a small number of model parameters. The model parameters p
represent its configuration, including position, rotation, scaling, and deformation. These parameters
are usually mapped to the surface of an image, via a
set of feature points, a contour, or a textured region.
Model fitting is the computational challenge of
finding the model parameters that describe the content of a given image best [6]. This task consists
∗
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of two components: the fitting algorithm and the
objective function. The objective function yields a
comparable value that determines how accurately a
parameterized model fits to an image. Without losing generality, we consider lower values to represent a better model fitness. Depending on context,
they are also known as the likelihood, similarity, energy, cost, goodness or quality functions. The fitting
algorithm searches for the model parameters p that
optimize the objective function, i.e. it searches for
the global minimum or maximum, depending on the
definition of the objective function. Since the described methods are independent of the used fitting
algorithm, this paper shall not elaborate on them but
we refer to [6] for a recent overview and categorization.
For interpreting the content of image sequences,
model tracking fits the model to the individual images of the sequence. Each step benefits from
the pose estimate derived from the previous image within the sequence. However, determining the
pose estimate for the first image of the sequence has
not been sufficiently solved yet. This so-called initial pose estimation is identical to fitting models to
single images.
This paper evaluates our approach considering a
rigid 3D model of a human face. Since faces highly
vary in shape and texture in contrast to artificial objects, such as cars, fitting face models to images represents a particular difficulty.
Many researchers engage in fitting 3D models.
Lepetit et al. [8] treat this issue as a classification
problem. They integrate decision trees to solve this
challenge.
Blanz et al. use a morphable three-dimensional
model of human faces that describes not only the
pose but also the appearance of the face [2]. Drummond and Cipolla [13] track rigid object by per-
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Figure 1: The procedures for designing (left) and learning (right) objective functions.
forming a fitting step on every image. The model
pose is changed that way that the distances between
edges of the projected model and edges in the image are minimized. Plagemann et al. [3] use different views of a model that are generated off-line
to estimate the pose of the object during the on-line
application.
Problem Statement. Although the accuracy of
model fitting heavily depends on the objective function, it is often designed by hand using the designer’s intuition about a reasonable measure of fitness. Afterwards, its appropriateness is subjectively
determined by inspecting the objective function on
example images and example model parameters. If
the result is not satisfactory the function is tuned or
redesigned from scratch [11, 5], see Figure 1 (left).
Therefore, building the objective function manually
is very time consuming and the function does not
guarantee to yield accurate results. Furthermore
domain-dependent knowledge is needed in this approach. First, knowledge of the modeled object
and the application is needed to select the image
features and afterwards mathematical knowledge is
needed to obtain the objective function. Therefore,
in summary, the traditional approach of designing
objective functions manually shows a bad temporal
behavior, requires a specialist to perform the work
and holds no guarantee concerning the quality of the
resulting objective function.
Solution Outline. Our novel approach focuses
on the root problem of model fitting: We improve
the objective function rather than the fitting algorithm. As a solution to this challenge, we propose
to conduct a five-step methodology that learns robust local objective functions from annotated example images. The obtained functions consider specific issues of 3D models, such as out-of-plane rotations and self-occlusion. Here, we compute the
features not in the 2D image plane but in the space
of the 3D model. Therefore, we connect the indi-

vidual features directly to the model. No domaindependent knowledge is needed in this approach
and the time requirement is easily determinable.
Contributions. The resulting objective functions
work very accurately in real-world scenarios and
they are able to solve the challenge of initial pose
estimation that is required by model tracking. This
easy-to-use approach is applicable to various image
interpretation scenarios and requires the designer
just to annotate example images with the correct
model parameters. Since no further computer vision expertise is necessary, this approach has great
potential for commercialization.
The paper proceeds as follows. In Section 2, we
sketch the challenge of model-based image interpretation. In Section 3, we propose our methodology to learn accurate local objective functions from
annotated training images with particular focus on
3D models. Section 4 conducts experimental evaluations that verify this approach. Section 5 summarizes our approach and shows future work.

2

Model-based Image Interpretation

A rigid 3D model represents the geometric properties of a real-world object. A six-dimensional
parameter vector p=(tx , ty , tz , α, β, γ)T describes
its position and orientation. The model consists of
1≤n≤N three-dimensional model points specified
by cn (p) which are mapped on the image plane using perspective projection for feature extraction or
visualization. Figure 2 depicts our face model with
N =214 model points.
Fitting 3D models to images requires two essential components: The fitting algorithm searches for
the model parameters that match the content of the
image best. For this task, it searches for the minimum of the objective function f (I, p), which determines how well a model p matches an image I. As
in Equation 1, this function is often subdivided into

Figure 2: Our 3D model of a human face correctly
fitted to images.
N local components fn (I, x), one for each model
point [8, 1, 9].
f (I, p) =

N
X

fn (I, cn (p))

(1)

n=1

These local functions determine how well the
nth model point at a three-dimensional position x
fits to the content of the image I. The advantage of
this partitioning is that designing the local functions
is more straightforward than designing the global
function, because only the image content in the
vicinity of one perceptively projected model point
needs to be taken into consideration. The disadvantage is that dependencies and interactions between
local errors cannot be combined.

2.1

Ideal Objective Functions

This section explicitly formulates two properties
that local objective functions should have in the best
case. First, they should have a global minimum that
corresponds to the best model fit with model parameters p?I . Otherwise, we cannot be certain that determining the minimum of the local objective function
yields the intended result. Second, local objective
functions should have no other local minima. This
implies that any minimum found corresponds to the
global minimum, which facilitates search.
P1: Correctness property: The global minimum
corresponds to the best model fit.
∀x(cn (p?I ) 6= x)

Property P1 relates to the correctness of the objective function. Fitting algorithms search for the
global minimum of the objective function and P1
ensures that the result of a successful search corresponds to the best fit of the model. Property P2
guarantees that any minimum that is found is the
global minimum. This facilitates search, as fitting
algorithms can not get stuck in a local minimum.
Local optimization strategies, which are easier to
design than global ones, then suffice to find the
global minimum. Note that the global minimum m
does not need to correspond with the best fit; this
is only required by the independent property P1.
We call functions that have both properties ideal. A
concrete example of an ideal local objective function is shown in Equation 2. As described in the
next section, our approach approximates an ideal
function by learning it from examples created by an
ideal objective function.
fn? (I, x) = |x − cn (p?I )|

2.2

(2)

Characteristic Directions of Local Objective Functions

Fitting 2D contour models to images usually
searches along the perpendicular to the contour for
the minimum of the local objective function [4].
Our approach sticks to this procedure, and therefore
we create several local objective functions that are
specific to these characteristic directions.
In the case of 3D-models, we connect these threedimensional characteristic directions very tightly to
the structure of the model. Transforming the pose of

⇒

fn (I, cn (p?I )) < fn (I, x)
P2: Uni-modality property: The objective function
has no local extrema.
∃m∀x (m 6= x) ⇒ fn (I, m) < fn (I, x)
∧ ∇fn (I, x) 6= 0

Figure 3: These four graphs display typical example functions that do or do not have properties P1
and P2, which influence the behaviour of an objective function. The dashed line indicates the preferred position of the contour point. If both P1 and
P2 hold, the objective function is considered to be
ideal.

Figure 4: Due to transformation of the face model
the characteristic direction will not remain parallel
to the image plane, most often.
the model will transform these directions as well.
Note, that in the case of 2D contour models these
characteristic directions are defined in image space
whereas they are defined in three-dimensional space
in the context of three-dimensional models. Again,
search for the minimum of the local objective function is conducted along these characteristic directions. As a novelty the input features positions
are also represented three-dimensionally, but their
value is calculated by projecting them to the image.
An image is most descriptive for a characteristic direction if the characteristic direction is parallel to the image plane. Unfortunately, transforming the model will usually yield characteristic directions that are not parallel to the image plane.
Therefore, we propose to consider not only one
but 1≤l≤L characteristic directions that are differently oriented. This yields a specific objective function fn,l (I, x) for each characteristic direction l
and each model point n. For every point we propose
to consider only the fn,l whose characteristic direction is most parallel to the image. The local objective function fn is computed as in Equation 3. The
indicator gn (p) computes the index of the characteristic direction that is most significant for the current pose p of the model and a model point n. Even
if these directions are arbitrary, we define them to
be pair wise orthogonal.
fn (I, x) = fn,gn (p) (I, x)

3

(3)

Learning Objective Functions from
Image Annotations

Unfortunately, the ideal objective function fn? cannot be applied to previously unseen images, for
which the best model parameters p?I are not known.
Nevertheless, we apply this ideal objective function

to annotated training images and obtain ideal training data for learning a further local objective func`
tion fn,l
. The key idea behind our approach is that
since the training data is generated by an ideal local
objective function, the function learned from this
data will also be approximately ideal. The subsequent sections will explain the five steps of the proposed procedure of learning local objective functions, see also Figure 1 (right).

3.1

Step 1: Annotating Example Images
with the Preferred Model Parameters

We gather a database of 1≤k≤K images Ik and
each image is manually annotated with the preferred
model parameters p?Ik . These parameters are necessary to compute the ideal local objective functions fn? . This annotation is the only laborious step
in the entire procedure. It takes less then 30 seconds for an experienced person to annotate one image. Figure 2 illustrates three example images for
which these preferred model parameters have been
specified.

3.2

Step 2: Generating Further Image
Annotations

Because x is set to cn (p?I ), the ideal objective
function returns the minimum fn? (I, x)=0 for all
manual image annotations x=cn (p?Ik ). Therefore,
these annotations are not sufficient to learn the characteristics of fn? and we will acquire image annotations x6=cn (p?Ik ), for which fn? (I, x)6=0. In general, any position in space may represent one of
these annotations. However, it is more practicable
to restrict this displacement in terms of distance and
direction, see Figure 5. Therefore, we only take positions along the most important characteristic direction. The maximum displacement ∆ is termed
learning radius
In this paper, we use L=3 characteristic directions, because the model points of our model are defined within the Euclidean 3D space. The characteristic direction with the largest angle to the normal of
the image plane is chosen to be the most important
one and thus selected by gn (p). That direction is
easily estimated, because it is also the longest when
projected in the image plane. Taking those relocations facilitates the later learning step and improves
the accuracy of the resulting calculation rules. The
first characteristic direction is chosen to be tangent

Figure 5: Further annotations are generated by moving along the line that is longest when projected in the
image. That line is coloured white here. The directions illustrated in black are not used.
on the model’s surface. It is estimated with the help
of the nearest model point. The second characteristic direction is perpendicular to the first characteristic direction and minimizes the distance to the center of gravity of the model. The third characteristic
direction is obtained from the cross product.

3.3

Step 3: Specifying Image Features

The point xk,n,d,l describes the annotation of
the nth model point in the image Ik , which is
displaced by d along the characteristic direction l.
Our approach learns the calculation rules of a
`
function fn,l
(Ik , xk,n,d,l ) that maps the values of
an image Ik and an annotation xk,n,d,l to the
value that is computed by the ideal objective func-

Figure 6: The grid of image features moves along with the displacement.
`
has no knowledge
tion fn? (Ik , xk,n,d,l ). Since fn,l
?
of pI , it must compute its value from the content of
the image.
Instead of learning a direct mapping from the
pixel values of I in the vicinity of the projection of x to fn? (I, x), we use a feature-extracting
method [6], which extracts features from the image around the projection of x. Our idea is to provide a multitude of image features, and let the training algorithm choose which of them are relevant to
the computation rules of the objective function and
which are not. Each feature ha (I, x) with 1≤a≤A
is calculated from an image I and a particular location x and delivers a scalar value. The approach
presented in this paper relies on Haar-like features.
Note again, that x does not represent a 2D pixel position in the image I but a 3D position in Euclidean
space. However, its corresponding position in I is
obtained by applying the perspective projection.
Each Haar-like feature defines two regions of

Figure 7: This comprehensive set of image features
is provided for learning local objective functions.
In our experiments, we use a total number of A =
6 · 3 · 5 · 5 = 450 features.

pixels, depicted in black and white in Figure 7. Its
value is calculated by subtracting the sum of pixel
intensities within the black region from the sum of
pixel intensities within the white region. Figure 7
lists the styles and sizes of each Haar-like feature
used in this paper. Furthermore, these features are
not only computed at the location of the model point
itself, but also at positions located on a grid within
its vicinity, as shown in Figure 6 and Figure 7. This
variety of styles, sizes, and locations delivers a set
of A=450 different image features as we use it in
our experiments in Section 4. This multitude of features enables the learned objective function to exploit the texture of the image at the projected model
point and in its surrounding area. When moving
the model point in space, the image features move
along with it in the image, leading their values to
change, as can be seen in Figure 6.

3.4

Step 4: Generating Training Data

The result of the manual annotation step (Step 1)
and the automated annotation step (Step 2) is
a list of correspondences between positions in
space and the corresponding value of fn? . Since
K images, N model points, and 2D + 1 displacements are landmarked these correspondences
amount to K·N ·(2D+1). From every image for
every point a line with Equation 4 illustrates the
list of these correspondences. Applying the list of
manually selected features to the list of correspondences yields the list of training data in Equation 5.
This step simplifies matters greatly. Since each feature returns a single value, we hereby reduce the
problem of mapping the vast amount of image data
and the related pixel locations to the corresponding

[
[

Ik ,

xk,n,d,l ,

h1 (Ik , xk,n,d,l ), . . . , hA (Ik , xk,n,d,l ),

fn? (Ik , xk,n,d,l ) ]

(4)

fn? (Ik , xk,n,d,l ) ]

(5)

with 1≤k≤K, 1≤n≤N,l=g(pI ), −D≤d≤D
k

target value, to mapping a list of feature values to
the target value. Note that the size of the training
data amounts to K(2D+1) records for each of the
N model points.

3.5

Step 5:
Rules

Learning the Calculation

Given the training data from Equation 5, the goal
`
(I, x) that approxis to now learn the function fn,l
imates fn? (I, x). Note that we are not simply relearning the already known function fn? in Equa`
does not retion 2. The difference is that fn,l
?
quire knowledge of pI , and can therefore be applied
to previously unseen images as well. We obtain
this function by training a model tree [10, 14] with
the comprehensive training data from Equation 5.
`
have to be
The N ·L local objective functions fn,l
learned separately. However, only those lines of
Equation 5 are necessary to generate one local ob`
jective function where n and l of the function fn,l
that is learned and xk,n,d,l match.

4

Experimental Evaluation

In this section, two experiments show the capability
of fitting algorithms equipped with a learned objective function to fit a face model to previously unseen
images. The objective functions were learned using
a database of 240 images. The evaluation is performed on 80 test images with a non-overlapping
set of individuals. Furthermore, the images differ in
face pose, illumination, and background.
Our evaluations randomly displace the face models according to the manually specified pose. For
every model point, the fitting process exhaustively
searches along the most important characteristic direction in order to determine the global minimum
of the local objective function. Then, the model parameters p are approximated. The figures below illustrate the average point-to-point error between the
obtained model p and the manual annotation p?I .
Our first evaluation investigates the impact of iteratively executing the fitting process. Figure 8
illustrates that each iteration improves the model
parameters. However, there is a lower bound to
the quality of the obtained model fit, because more

Model trees are a generalization of regression
trees and, in term, decision trees. Whereas decision trees have nominal values at their leaf nodes,
model trees have line segments, allowing them to
also map features to a continuous value, such as the
value returned by the ideal objective function. One
of the reasons for deciding for model trees is that
they tend to select only features that are relevant to
predict the target value. Therefore, they pick a small
number of Mn Haar-like features from the provided
set of A  Mn features.
After executing these five steps, we obtain a lo`
cal objective function fn,l
for each model point n
and each direction l. It can now be called with an
arbitrary location x and an arbitrary direction l on
an arbitrary image I. The learned model tree calculates the values of the specified features at this
location from the content of the image and executes
its calculation rules.

Figure 8: If the initial distance to the ideal pose is
smaller than the learning radius this distance is improved within every iteration. Otherwise, the result
of the fitting step is unpredictable and the models
are spread further with every iteration.

than 10 iterations do not improve the fraction of
well-fitted models significantly. In contrast, models with a high distance from the correct fit become
even more with every iteration, because the objective function’s value is arbitrary for these distances.
Therefore, these model parameters are affected by a
Gaussian distribution.
In our second experiment, we conduct model
fitting by subsequently applying the fitting process with two different local objective functions f A
and f B learned with decreasing learning radii ∆.
f A with a large ∆ is able to handle large initial
displacements in translation and rotation. However, the obtained fitting result gets less accurate,
see Figure 9. The opposite holds true for f B . The
idea is to apply a local objective function learned
with large ∆ first and then gradually apply objective functions learned with smaller values for ∆. As
opposed to the previous experiment, where we iteratively executed the same objective function, this
iteration scheme executes different objective functions, which compensates the weakness of one function by the strength of another.
The advantage of concatenating algorithms with
objective functions with decreasing learning radii
compared to iterating one algorithm several times
is illustrated by Figure 9. Sequentially applying f A
and f B is significantly better than both of the other
algorithms. Note that we execute each experiment
with ten iterations, because we don’t expect any im-

Figure 10: The number of rejected features increases with the number of features offered to the
learning algorithm in total.
provement in quality with a higher number of iterations, see our first experiment. Therefore, the obtained accuracy from the sequential execution does
not base of the fact that some additional iterations
are applied.
Our last experiment evaluates the timing characteristics of our approach by inspecting the number of operations performed when the objective
function is executed with respect to the number
of features provided. We consider basic arithmetic operations to be atomic as well as comparisons. The model tree generated by the learning
algorithm selects the most important features provided. Therefore, usually only a small number of
features M  A is selected to build the model
tree. As shown in Figure 10 When the number of
features provided to the learning algorithm is small
all of them are used. However, as the number of
provided features is increased the algorithm rejects
less relevant features. The more features are provided the larger the fraction of rejected features gets
and the number of selected features converges to a
fixed number.

5

Figure 9: By combining fitting algorithms using objective functions with different learning radius we
obtain result that show the strengths of both objective functions. The sequential approach shows the
tolerance to errors of f A and the accuracy of f B

Summary and Outlook

In this paper, we present a five-step methodology for learning local objective functions. This
approach automates many critical decisions and
the remaining manual steps require little domaindependent knowledge. Furthermore, it contains no
time-consuming loops within the design process.
These features enable non-expert users to customize
the fitting application to their specific domain.

The resulting objective function is not only able
to process objects that look similarly, such as in [8,
7] but objects that differ significantly in shape and
texture, such as human faces. Being trained with a
limited number of annotated images as described in
Section 3 the resulting objective function is able to
fit faces that are not part of the training data as well.
However, the database of annotated faces must be
representative enough. If there were no bearded
men in the training data the algorithm would have
problem in fitting the model to an image of such a
man. The disadvantage of our approach is the laborious annotation step. Gathering and annotating
hundreds of images requires several days or even
weeks.
In our ongoing research, we are applying our
methods to tracking systems. Since tracking algorithms can exploit knowledge about the illumination, background, camera settings, and current pose
of the model to bias search in the next image in
the sequence, they perform faster and more accurately than algorithms for fitting a model to single
images [11]. Given the accuracy and speed with
which fitting algorithms can optimize learned objective functions, we expect to achieve excellent
tracking results.
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